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 THE FUTURE
OF ENERGY
FAST FACTS 

HVAC energy 
savings*

sq/m 
campus9% 125K

SUSTAINABILITY 
IN THE AIR
During the COVID-19 pandemic, 
universities around the globe were 
forced to manage a reduction of 
in-person learning and have since 
battled the difficult task of running 
facilities during an uncertain, return-
to-campus era. Singapore Institute 
of Technology had to scale down 
operations for their buildings as 
most students were put on home-
based learning. That saw a great 
reduction in occupancy of their 
buildings in campuses. As they 
worked to install healthy campus 
practices, with a strong requirement 
for the highest air quality standards 
in their facilities, sustainability and 
the ever-important cost of energy 
consumption remained a clear focus. 

VISUALIZING 
SAVINGS:
SIT partnered with Honeywell for 
the SIT@NYP building, seeking 
first to understand the differences 
in energy demand during times 
when buildings were occupied, and 
times when they were either under-
occupied, or vacant. The Honeywell 
Forge platform leveraged advanced 
machine learning algorithms to 
cleverly establish a benchmark 
between regular business and 

INNOVATION, 
APPLIED
Even a pandemic couldn’t slow down 
the entrepreneurial spirit of The 
Singapore Institute of Technology 
(SIT). Last July six SIT student project 
teams competed in a contest for the 
best entrepreneurial, sustainable 
idea. Through 10 to 15-minute vlog 
presentations to a panel of experts, 

* Over a six-month period

the teams pitched everything from a 
new kind of bicycle to biodegradable 
toothpaste tubes. The winning team 
won $5,000 and gained invaluable 
creative and presentation experience. 
(By the way, Team Toothpaste won.)

This contest is a perfect embodiment of 
some of SIT’s values, particularly their 
focus on innovation and their emphasis 
on actual, real world, applied learning. In 

fact, SIT was the first ever university of 
applied learning in Singapore. Spanning 
6 buildings across several campuses, this 
smart university covers approximately 
125,000 square meters. SIT’s campus 
boasts numerous modernized 
buildings that were optimized for 
sustainability during construction, 
which are also GM platinum certified.

reduced occupancy due to COVID-19. 

With advanced data analytics, 

SIT was able to clearly visualize 

solution-based energy savings 

versus changes in building use. 

SIT leveraged Honeywell Forge 

Energy Optimization; a cloud-based 

AI solution that autonomously 

manages HVAC energy use based 

on numerous demand factors. The 

solution captures real-time building 

data across an entire building 

portfolio and calculates the optimal 

set-point strategy for each building, 

then automatically adjusts the set-

points without human intervention.

SUCCESS IN 
PHASES:
Over a six-month period, the 

solution achieved 5% HVAC energy 

savings, even considering SIT’s 

initial restrictions on automated 

adjustments in order to ensure 

healthy airflow standards. As the 

pandemic continued, Honeywell was 

empowered to engage the solution 

in full – reaching a full 9% savings, 

even in buildings that were previously 

optimized for sustainable energy use. 

In short, by implementing Honeywell 

Forge, SIT was able to reflect the 

smart, sustainable innovation it so 

nurtures – and values -  in its students. 
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